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Introduction
The 5-star luxury Aphrodite Hills Hotel stands proudly at 
the heart of the magnificent award-winning Aphrodite Hills 
Resort. Its unique and scenic location on a plateau, overlooks 
the glittering blue Mediterranean Sea and the legendary 
birthplace of Aphrodite, the goddess of love. The Hotel 
fabulously combines the classic with the contemporary and 
offers a first-class level of service, ideal for your Corporate 
Events and Conferences.

Rooms and Suites offer the ultimate in luxury and include 
a selection of sensational ‘Swim-Up’ rooms. All communal 
areas have been remodelled and modernised, providing 
beautiful and relaxing comfortable spaces.

Our extensive array of spacious, elegant and well-equipped 
meeting rooms and venues offer exceptional options for 
hosting a variety of functions. We have choices for all 
types and sizes of events - from ceremonies and corporate 
dinners to international or local conferences - even the most 
demanding event can be easily accommodated.

Hotel facilities include indoor, outdoor and adult only areas, 
numerous restaurants and bars, a fully equipped gym and a 
nearby pebbled-sandy beach offering a relaxing experience 
adjacent to the sea. Additionally, Aphrodite Hills Resort 
features a phenomenal array of facilities, including an 18-
hole championship-standard Golf Course & Golf Academy, 
a Greco-Roman Spa, a Tennis Academy with a selection 
of multi-surface courts, Horse Riding, Nature & Bike Trails 
and the Village Square offering a wide variety of bars and 
restaurants. Contemporary, elegant and set in an area 
steeped with Cypriot culture, mythology and tradition, the 
Hotel is a lifestyle haven for devotees of luxury and comfort, 
and the first Resort Hotel of its kind in Cyprus.
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Accommodation
Aphrodite Hills Hotel offers 290 luxurious guests rooms and suites, that meet the needs of both 
holidaymakers and business travellers alike. Most room types are available as ‘Swim-Up’ or ‘Private 
Pool’ rooms, so you are just footsteps away from the water. 290 Rooms and Suites, including:

• 130 Deluxe Rooms, 6 with accessible facilities for the disabled, 2 with Private Pools and 
 3 Swim-up Rooms / 33m2

• 75 Family Rooms with sliding doors, 27 of them are Swim-Up Rooms / 35m2

• 71 One-Bedroom Family Rooms, 10 with Private Pools and 8 Swim-Up Rooms / 42m2

• 13 Family Suites with Jacuzzi or Private Pool / 72m2

• 1 Presidential Suite (with Private Pool and Jacuzzi) / 174m2

• A total of 100 Rooms with twin bed facilities
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Room & In-Room Facilities
• A minimum of 33m2 of luxurious space with a balcony and either garden, pool, 
 golf and sea views
• Spacious luxury bathrooms with a separate walk-in shower and bath
• Bathrobes and slippers
• Mini-fridge/mini-bar (fully-stocked mini-bar upon request)*
• Safety deposit box
• Air-conditioning (individually controlled)
• Satellite TV
• Direct dial telephone
• 24-hour laundry facilities
• Hairdryer
• Complimentary tea & coffee facilities
• Iron & ironing board
• Free Wi-Fi in all rooms
• Bluetooth enabled station
• Pillow menu*

The above are all standard features in each room throughout the Hotel.
*Extra charges apply
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Hotel Dining Facilities
• Eleonas Main Restaurant: All-day dining restaurant offering breakfast & lunch buffet 
 with themed evening dining.
• Jasmine à la Carte Restaurant: Fine dining restaurant offering Asian cuisine (evenings only).
• Fig & Olive à la Carte Restaurant: Inspired by Mediterranean cuisine (evenings only).
• El Sabor Mexican Restaurant: Pool-side restaurant (lunch & dinner).
• Stone Grill Terrace: A new addition to our selection of adult restaurants, which offers 
 the pleasure of enjoying a 3-course menu and cooking your own main course dish. 
 This experience is not included within the All-Inclusive package. Reservations required 
 in advance (adults only).
• Sunset Bar: Overlooking the stunning sunsets of the Mediterranean Sea (adults only).
• Carob Lounge: Lobby bar for cocktails, light snacks & drinks.
• Show Lounge Bar: Serving hot & cold beverages.
• Adult Pool Bar & Pool Bar: Both bars serve hot & cold beverages (soft drinks, beer, 
 wine, spirits etc.).

*NOTES:
- Seasonal restaurants operate from May-October
- À la Carte restaurants & bars will be opened on a rotation basis during November to April, 
 according to seasonal demand and weather conditions
- All restaurants & bars offer outside terraced seating
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The Aphrodite Hills Hotel offers an unparalleled setting for corporate and private functions of all kinds. 
From company gala dinners and award ceremonies to international and local conferences; we have options 
for all kinds of events, with the added draw of our luxury accommodation and unique Mediterranean setting.

Conferences, Meetings 
& Incentives
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At 592m2 in size, the Morpheas Grand Ballroom can seat as few as 50, or as many as 460 
guests for luxurious banquet dining and even host receptions for over 1000 people. Combining 
seamless service with top conference facilities, the Hotel, with its wide range of venues offers 
an incomparable location and can accommodate any type of event or function; from boardroom 
meetings to large-scale international conferences. Our dedicated professional team is ready to 
undertake every aspect of your event -whether it involves the logistics, the coordination with 
external companies or any additional requirements you may have for meetings, conferences, or 
gala events- guaranteeing the total success of your event.
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• 9 function rooms, accommodating 10-1000 people
• 592m2 Morpheas Ballroom with the option of one large function room holding up to 1000   
 people for receptions, or can be partitioned to create up to 4 separate function rooms
• 111m2 Adonis/Kyniras/Pygmalion Meeting Rooms with the option to use partitions to 
 create up to 3 separate function rooms
• Spacious Pre-Event Foyer ideal for receptions, coffee breaks or exhibitions
• Afentra Boardroom accommodating up to 12 people
• Spacious outside area for alfresco events
• Option of holding events at the nearby medieval Kouklia Castle 
• Modern and elegantly decorated function rooms
• State-of-the-art audio/visual equipment
• Wi-Fi and wired ADSL internet connection
• Cloakroom and restroom facilities
• Background music
• Accessible rooms for the disabled

Conferences & Events Made Easy

Conference & Meeting Room 
Characteristics 
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Audio-Visual Facilities & Equipment
• Public address system with lectern and microphones (lapel, wireless or desk type)
• Hand-held wireless microphones
• Microphones with lead and stand
• LCD plasma monitors (external contracting)
• Back screen projection equipment (external contracting)
• Video Conferencing (external contracting)
• Fixed and portable screens
• Flipcharts
• LCD plasma monitors (external contracting) 
• Wi-Fi and wired ADSL internet connection

24-Hour Business Centre
• Business facilities with fax machine, PC, printer, laptop, internet and email access 
• Secretarial and translation services

Facilities & Services
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Meeting Rooms Capacities  
& Dimensions 
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In addition, guests and delegates can also make use of  
our Pre-Event Foyer in which to meet, greet and socialise 
prior to a main event before assembling in the Ballroom.

Special Occasions
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This substantial area can also be utilised as an exhibition space - the options and indeed, the 
versatility of this area is practically limitless. Smaller functions, for as few as ten people, can also 
be held in one of the Hotel’s eight fantastic meeting rooms.
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Exclusive Events 
When it comes to entertaining clients or enjoying a meal with colleagues, Aphrodite Hills offers a
variety of eclectic dining options. Aphrodite Hills Resort also boasts comprehensive banqueting 
facilities, guaranteed to make a success of any event. Some examples of our dining options include:

• Cocktail Receptions: Conclude a successful day with a Cocktail Reception situated in a stunning 
 location, offering breathtaking panoramic views over the glistening Mediterranean Sea. Choose 
 from a comprehensive menu of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, and a selection of 
 crudités and dips, as you enjoy the memorable sight of the sun setting over the horizon. 

• Buffet Lunches: Lavish buffets can be hosted on our function lawn and terraces,    
 complemented with beautifully decorated tables, live carving, food preparation stations 
 and music and entertainment, if desired. 

• Private Dinners: Select one of our impressive 7-course gala dinner set menus, or allow our   
 Executive Chef to create an one-off menu, exclusively for you.

• Private Parties: Our dedicated team can assist you in planning the perfect function; from 
 an award ceremony to a product launch. We can provide live entertainment, music and 
 animators, fireworks over the golf course and ensure the utmost attention to the finest   
 details; from flowers to canapés. Business and conference facilities for larger groups are   
 available at the Aphrodite Hills Hotel. 

• Drink Packages: There are various drink packages available, such as our popular Unlimited   
 Drinks Package, which consists of unlimited water, juices, soft drinks, local draught beer and  
 local ordinary red and white wine. 
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Incentives
An excellent way of saying ‘Thank You’
Aphrodite Hills Resort is one of Cyprus’ top conference and incentive destinations, located in an 
exceptional and unique setting and just under four hours from most major European cities.
As an incentive for your employee’s hard work, dedication and loyalty, why not delight them with 
an unforgettable event at one of the most prestigious resorts in the Mediterranean.
The professional Aphrodite Hills Conference Specialist will assist in the design and production of 
your event to your exact specifications, ensuring your vision is realised and even surpassed in all 
aspects, be it for any of the following:

• Rewarding incentives 
• Team building events 
• Motivational marketing 
• International sales conferencing 
• Tailor-made, specialised overseas holidays 
• Holiday parties 
• Launch parties 

Give your incentive conference that extra dimension and make it a truly memorable experience. 
Aphrodite Hills is well known for arranging colourful evenings with unusual themes. Our special 
guests have a choice of several entertainment options, which include decorations and a wide 
range of delicious buffets. Why not, for example, surprise your guests with an Indian theme: low 
tables with vibrant pillows, Indian music and a spicy buffet? On request, we can even arrange 
magicians, sword-swallowers and snake-charmers. 
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Leisure Activities & Sports

• 24-hour Health & Fitness Centre
• Indoor & Outdoor Swimming Pools
• Sauna & Steam Bath
• Massage Treatments available
• Personal Training & Fitness Specialists
• 18-hole Championship Golf Course, PGA National Cyprus
• Tennis Courts

Whatever the occasion and scale of the event, Aphrodite Hills offers the perfect theatre for every 
production, enhancing the luxurious surroundings and unique location with the highest quality 
service.
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Service Guaranteed

Corporate events, whether a private board meeting or a major product launch, are handled with 
the utmost attention to detail by the Aphrodite Hills team, who constantly meet and exceed the 
expectations of the international business traveller.

After the effort… enjoy the comfort! Unwind in the tranquil and relaxing environment of our 
exclusive award-winning Retreat Spa. Indulge in deeply soothing and nourishing treatments and 
find yourself emerging, feeling relaxed and completely rested. Drift away on a cloud of bliss with a 
calming and de-stressing massage, or succumb to one of our glorious Spa Packages.
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Aphrodite Hills
The Retreat Spa 
by Atlantica
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The Retreat Spa
by Atlantica
The Retreat Spa, awarded as the ‘Best European Spa’ at the 
professional beauty awards, offers a haven away from the 
stresses and strains of daily life.
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The Retreat Spa offers a secluded haven away 
from the turmoil of everyday life. Fragrant 
gardens with dancing fountains, amazing 
views at every turn, scents and textures  
to delight the senses.
 
Within the Hotel complex sits the elegant 
Retreat Spa, voted ‘Best Spa in Europe’. Set atop 
a ravine in the perfect position to gaze at the 
remarkable sunsets, The Retreat Spa with its 
lush surroundings, state-of-the-art facilities and 
expert team of Therapists, awaits to welcome 
guests to provide the ultimate in top-to-toe 
pampering for the mind, body and soul!  

The Greco-Roman bathing rituals of cleansing 
and relaxation inspired the design, atmosphere 
and ambience of The Retreat Spa. Monastic 
interiors subtly combine with hints of classical 
and mythical heritage with galleried hallways 
that lead to elevated relaxation pools.   
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Guests also have the opportunity to indulge in the Spa’s ‘Thermae’ facilities. Deriving from the 
Greek word ‘heat’, Thermae bathing is a detoxifying treatment dating back to Roman life in 315AD 
and involves a series of heat rooms progressively increasing in temperature tempered with 
cooling hydro showers. And the perfect way to end the Greco-Roman detoxifying session, is with 
a nutritional smoothie, healthy tonic or herbal tea from the Spa Restaurant & Juice Bar, whilst 
absorbing the relaxing surroundings of the Spa’s sun deck or fragranced gardens.

The Retreat Spa by Atlantica treatments include:
• Changing Rooms with Lockers, Showers, Hair Dryers, Towels, Slippers & Bathrobes
• Use of Sauna
• Infinity Pool & Sun Loungers
• Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Tepidarium Relaxation Room
• Gym 
• Herbal Teas

The Retreat Spa proudly uses pioneering products from ELEMIS, the leading luxury British Spa 
and Skincare brand, favoured by as many as 6.5 million spa-goers per year! The successful 
combination of natural active ingredients with cutting-edge technology has enabled ELEMIS 
to bring to the market some of the most influential anti-ageing products and professional spa 
therapies the beauty industry has ever seen.

Through innovation and evolution, the goal of ELEMIS is to constantly strive for new discoveries 
in therapeutic skin science. ELEMIS offers a way of living and embraces the ever-changing needs 
of today’s hectic lifestyles.
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The Village Square 
Restaurants  
by Atlantica
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Dine Around 
Options
Aphrodite Hills Resort offers many different restaurants and 
bars within its luxury location in Paphos, Cyprus. In terms 
of fine dining in Cyprus, the establishments within the lush 
surroundings of Aphrodite Hills are amongst some of the 
finest.

All of the restaurants and bars on site are located within the 
5-star Aphrodite Hills Resort and Village Square; the social 
hub of Aphrodite Hills.

Each restaurant and bar within Aphrodite Hills is gifted with 
a unique and naturally beautiful setting. Whether enjoying an 
intimate formal dinner or a casual drink with friends, there 
is an atmosphere present here like no other; where luxury 
service and fine cuisine from across the globe combine for a 
culinary experience to remember.

Our restaurants are open on a rotation basis and according to 
seasonal demand. For more information regarding seasonal 
opening times, menus and availability, please feel free to 
explore our full list of bars and restaurants.
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Clubhouse Restaurant
Aphrodite Hills Golf Clubhouse Restaurant, adjacent to the golf course and overlooking the green, 
offers an elegant and intimate dining experience. Golfers and visitors can enjoy authentic Cypriot 
cuisine and international dishes, accompanied by a range of fine wines.

Pithari Tavern
Occupying a favourable position in the Village Square, this traditional Greek Cypriot Tavern offers 
authentic island cuisine. Guests can enjoy island cooking and classic tavern-type food, choosing 
either a customary meze or delicious à la Carte options. Enjoy themed evenings such as ‘Cyprus 
Meze Night’ with live music.

Zimi Trattoria
This restaurant is based on a traditional Italian dining concept. An assorted medley of salads, 
pizzas, fresh pasta and traditional homemade Italian dishes are available, made with only the 
freshest of ingredients.

Anoi Pub
Placed at the heart of the Resort, this popular bar serves a variety of draft and bottled beers and 
‘new world’ wines. The menu includes a selection of pub-food favourites from steaks and potato 
skins to fajitas and spicy chicken wings, ribs and juicy homemade burgers.
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Ladi & Rigani
This traditional Cypriot Kebab House is a family-friendly outdoor restaurant offering Cypriot 
Souvlaki and a selection of Doner Kebabs. Enjoy a selection of traditional Greek dishes, including 
home-marinated Chicken & Pork Gyro, Pita Souvlaki, Sheftalia and much more.

Beer Garden
Residing outdoors in the Village Square, offering a selection of international beers and soft drinks. 
Relax and unwind, whilst sipping a thirst-quenching ice-cold beer and savouring the delights of 
delicious nibbles.

Gate to India
This truly Indian restaurant offers a unique dining experience, serving innovative Indian cuisine in 
a stylish setting, whilst honouring an array of different cooking traditions and interpreting them 
with a unique creative vision.
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Aphrodite Hills Golf, 
PGA National, Cyprus 
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About Aphrodite  
Hills Golf 
All year-round golf at Aphrodite Hills! The first-ever leisure
and golf development of its kind in Cyprus, Aphrodite Hills
Golf Resort is home to a magnificent 18-hole championship golf 
course, that has achieved the highest standard of recognition 
in golf, the PGA National, Cyprus. 

The golf course, designed to a world-class standard, has 
received a €2.5m investment upgrade and complete 
modernisation, including the reconstruction of greens and 
bunkers. Andrew Darker, Director of Aphrodite Hills Golf, 
comments: “Over 15 years Aphrodite Hills has built a strong 
reputation as both a golf course and Resort. We believe the 
association with the PGA will raise our brand profile even 
further, with the most beneficial improvement being to the 
overall awareness of our stunning golf course”. PGA Chief 
Executive, Robert Maxfield added: “We are delighted Aphrodite 
Hills has become the PGA National, Cyprus. Doing so reflects 
its outstanding and recently renovated golf course in addition 
to its existing 5-star accommodation and leisure facilities. In 
joining our portfolio of national facilities, the PGA National, 
Cyprus further strengthens the PGA’s brand globally”.

Additionally, Aphrodite Hills Golf offers a dedicated 3-hole Golf
Academy and magnificent Clubhouse, designed for golfers of
all standards and ages. Spreading out over 6,289 metres and
overlooking the site where Aphrodite, the goddess of love, is
said to have emerged from the sea, our golf course is truly a
unique location in which to test your skills with friends.
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The award-winning golf course was officially opened in 2002 and was designed by the acclaimed 
architect, Cabell Robinson. Robinson has designed Aphrodite Hills to be the perfect mix of 
challenging pot bunkers, manicured fairways of lush Bermuda grass and generous tiered greens. 
Visually spectacular, the course expands through indigenous olive and carob trees and is built 
on two plateaux, separated by a dramatic ravine with outstanding views over the Mediterranean. 
The staggering 130 metre gorge dividing tees at the 7th hole is an enticing challenge for all lovers 
of this beautiful game. 
The buggy is included with our golf rounds, this gives the golfer the opportunity to absorb the 
stunning natural beauty of the surrounding area whilst making the drive around the extensive and 
dramatic layout.
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Aphrodite Hills Golf - ‘Golf Resort of the Year, Europe 2018’

On December 12th 2017, IAGTO (International Association of Golf Tour Operators) named Aphrodite 
Hills Resort as the ‘Golf Resort of the Year, Europe 2018’, at the prestigious annual IAGTO Awards. 
Over 680 golf tour operator members of the global trade association of the golf tourism industry, 
from 65 different countries, cast their votes for this award. The 2018 IAGTO Award winners 
were announced in the Palais des Congress in Cannes, France, in front of an audience of 1500 
international golf tourism delegates.
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Facts at a Glance

• Designer: Cabell Robinson

• Championship course with stunning views over the Mediterranean Sea

• Grand Opening: 2002

• Fairways: Challenging and strategically shaped

• Water Hazards: 2 (Hole 10 & 18)

• A 3-hole, fully-equipped Golf Academy offering a variety of programmes and lessons for   
 individuals, couples and groups of people

• Training facilities which are adequate for national teams, professionals and amateurs

• Four PGA qualified resident golf instructors - German & English speaking

• A double-ended 350-metre practice range

• Rental Clubs and shoes available, soft spikes required for the course
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• Short game practices with large pitching and chipping green

• A luxurious Clubhouse with comfortable changing rooms, cosy bar and restaurant areas

• A Pro-Shop offering the latest fashion in golf apparel and monthly offers, covering all the   
 needs for your game

• Golf Membership Options to meet the needs of both Aphrodite Hills Property Owners 
 and Cyprus Residents

• Awarded the highest recognition in golf, the PGA National, Cyprus

Golf Academy

Beginners and experienced players of all abilities are encouraged to learn and improve their 
game at the Aphrodite Hills 3-hole Golf Academy, where a team of 4 resident PGA-qualified golf 
professionals equipped with a ‘full video swing analysis system’ are on hand to provide the very 
best in one-on-one golf tuition.

With a large, double-ended driving range, a short game area with a large pitching and chipping 
green and a 3-hole Academy course, Aphrodite Hills Golf is a simply perfect environment for 
learning the basics of golf and perfecting your skills before progressing to the full course.
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1 Aphrodite Avenue
8509 Kouklia · Paphos · Cyprus

T +357 26 829 000
F +357 26 829 612
aphrodite_hills@atlanticahotels.com
atlanticahotels.com


